No recurrence of sporadic primary hyperparathyroidism when cure is established 6 months after parathyroidectomy
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Abstract

Objective: Cure rate for primary hyperparathyroidism (PHPT) is reported to be 94–100% 1 year after surgery, but recent data suggest recurrence in 4% of the patients 1–5 years post-operatively. The aim of our study was to establish the cure rate and its maintenance in the long-term after parathyroidectomy (PTx) in patients with sporadic PHPT.

Design: Evaluation of recurrence in patients with sporadic hyperparathyroidism who underwent PTx 1–24 years prior to the study.

Patients and methods: We identified 111 patients who underwent initial PTx between 1984 and 2008, and had no MEN-1, MEN-2, or CaR mutation; parathyroid carcinoma; a history of lithium use; or renal failure. Thirty-eight patients were lost to follow-up or were unwilling or unable to participate in the study. Cure was defined as maintenance of normal serum calcium and parathyroid hormone concentrations 6 months after PTx.

Results: Cure was achieved in 68 of 73 patients studied (93%) and was sustained in all for 6 ± 5 years.

Conclusion: The cure rate of sporadic PHPT after initial surgery is 93%. When cure is achieved, this is sustained in 100% of the patients for up to 24 years post-operatively. Our data suggest that closer early follow-up is advocated in all patients undergoing PTx to definitively establish cure and to provide a safety net for those with residual gland pathology. The data do not support the need for long-term follow-up when cure is established 6 months after PTx.
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Introduction

In primary hyperparathyroidism (PHPT), surgical removal of all pathological parathyroid glands is the only approach that provides a definite and durable cure. Cure rate has been reported to be in the range of 94–100% for bilateral neck, as well as a less invasive surgery, more than 6 months after parathyroidectomy (PTx) (1–10). Residual post-operative biochemical features of PHPT may be due to either recurrent or persistent PHPT. In a 5-year follow-up of 91 patients successfully operated for PHPT, Westerdahl et al. reported a recurrence rate of 4%, largely due to previously undiagnosed germline mutations in the MEN-1 gene and consequent multiple gland pathology (11). Persistent hyperparathyroidism is usually due to a pathological parathyroid gland missed at initial surgery. Such a gland is often small, usually forming a part of unrecognized multiple gland hyperplasia (12, 13). The diagnosis of persistent hyperparathyroidism may be delayed because of the initial suppression of multiple pathological glands by a dominant enlarged gland, falsely suggesting cure immediately post-operatively. These pathological glands eventually overcome their suppressed state leading to overt hyperparathyroidism.

In PHPT, the importance of achieving cure has been highlighted in a number of studies focusing on the effect of PTx on bone mineral density (BMD), nephrolithiasis, and neurocognitive function (14–16). Patients who are cured show a significant post-operative increase in bone mass, with BMD remaining significantly above baseline for up to 15 years of follow-up (17). This is in contrast to BMD changes in patients treated conservatively, in whom significant cortical bone loss and increased fracture risk are observed. As reported in a number of studies, patients with nephrolithiasis at presentation demonstrate no recurrence of renal stones after successful PTx, in contrast to a 75–100% chance of recurrent nephrolithiasis if not operated (14, 17). Symptomatic and also ‘asymptomatic’ patients undergoing PTx have been reported to experience a significant improvement in various parameters of quality of life compared to patients who had no surgery (18–22).
The aim of our study was to establish the cure rate and its maintenance in the long-term after initial PTx in patients with sporadic PHPT who underwent surgery in our hospital between 1984 and 2008.

**Study population**

All patients with a diagnosis of PHPT who had a PTx in the Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC) from March 1984 to May 2008 were identified from our hospital records and were considered for the study. Patients who were not initially operated in our institution and patients with parathyroid carcinoma, renal failure, or a history of lithium use were excluded from the study. Patients with a MEN-1, MEN-2, or CaR mutation were also excluded from the final analysis, although genetic testing may have been undertaken some years after initial PTx. Details of the outcome of these 32 patients are shown in Fig. 1. One hundred and eleven patients with sporadic PHPT were thus eligible for the study and were recalled for a follow-up visit at the outpatient clinic of the Department of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases.

**Methods**

A detailed medical history was obtained from all patients with special emphasis on symptoms related to hypercalcemia and nonspecific symptoms of hyperparathyroidism, such as tiredness, mood swings, depression, feeling irritable, being forgetful, feeling weak, bone pain, muscle weakness, constipation, and polyuria/polydipsia. These symptoms represent 10 of the 13 items of the validated Pasieka’s ‘Parathyroid Assessment of Symptoms Score (PAS)’ (21, 23). Blood was collected from all patients. Operative and pathology data were obtained from patients’ hospital records. Fracture history was obtained by direct questioning and was confirmed by reviewing the available radiological data spanning the period before and after PTx.

**Serum biochemistry** Serum concentrations of calcium (reference range 2.15–2.55 mmol/l), albumin (reference range 34–48 g/l), phosphate (reference range 0.90–1.50 mmol/l), and creatinine (reference range 44–80 μmol/l) were measured using semi-automated techniques. Creatinine clearance was calculated using the Cockcroft formula. Serum concentrations of intact parathyroid hormone (PTH; reference range 1.5–8 pmol/l) and 25-hydroxycholecalciferol (25(OH)D3) (reference range 30–120 nmol/l) were measured using standard RIAs. Vitamin D status was judged to be inadequate when 25(OH)D3 concentrations were < 50 nmol/l (24, 25).

**Radiological investigations** BMD was measured at the lumbar spine (L1–L4) and femoral neck, using dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA, Hologic QDR 4500; Waltham, MA, USA), in 46 patients who had a baseline BMD measurement before PTx. World Health Organization criteria were used to define osteopenia (T-score between −1 and −2.5) and osteoporosis (T-score ≤ −2.5) (26). Lateral X-rays of the thoracic and lumbar spine were performed in 35 patients, when medically indicated, in case of height loss or back pain, and in those who had baseline X-rays before PTx.

---

**Figure 1** Study flow diagram.
Fifty-one patients, including those with persistent PHPT and those with a history of nephrolithiasis or nephrocalcinosis, and representing 70% of the study population, had an ultrasound of the kidneys to document the presence or absence of nephrocalcinosis and/or nephrolithiasis.

**Surgical procedure** The indication criteria for surgery were based on the 1990 (27) and subsequent 2002 (28) NIH Consensus guidelines. The 1990 guidelines were broadly followed in our institution in the period preceding their publication. Before the introduction of intra-operative PTH (IOPTH) measurement in our hospital in 1997, almost all the patients underwent bilateral neck exploration with visualization of all the four parathyroid glands. This led either to the excision of a single enlarged parathyroid gland, or to subtotal or total PTx with autotransplantation if more than one parathyroid gland was found to be enlarged. If all parathyroids could not be visualized and no enlarged parathyroid was found, dissection of the ipsilateral anterior compartment extending from the level of the hyoid bone superiorly to the suprasternal notch inferiorly and hemithyroidectomy were undertaken on the side of the missing parathyroid. After standardizing the use of IOPTH, a more selective surgical approach was opted for, and a less invasive neck exploration was undertaken in patients with positive pre-operative localization studies. IOPTH monitoring consisted of two initial baseline measurements with an interval of 15–20 min, followed by five measurements at 3-min intervals after excision of the pathological parathyroid(s). Surgery was considered successful if IOPTH decreased by more than 50% within 7 min of excision of a pathological parathyroid gland(s).

**Definition of cure, persistence, and recurrence of hyperparathyroidism** Successful surgery or cure was defined as normal serum calcium and PTH concentrations as measured more than 6 months after PTx. Persistence of hyperparathyroidism was defined as high serum calcium and PTH concentrations or inappropriate concentrations of one parameter with respect to the other, documented directly post-operatively or within the first 6 months after PTx, and persisting thereafter. Recurrence of hyperparathyroidism was defined as the recurrence of elevated serum calcium and PTH concentrations after successful PTx and a period of normalization of both parameters of at least 6 months after surgery.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS 16.0 for Windows (Chicago, IL, USA) software. Results are expressed as mean ± s.d. unless otherwise stated. χ² test and Student’s t-test were used as appropriate for categorical variables and continuous variables. A probability level of random difference of P < 0.05 was considered significant.

The study was approved by the local ethics committee, and informed consent was obtained from all patients prior to inclusion in the study.

**Results**

**Demographic data**

Seventy-three of the 111 patients who were invited to participate in the study agreed to take part. Of the remaining 38 patients, 13 had died, 10 were lost to follow-up, and 15 were physically unable or unwilling to take part in the study (Fig. 1).

Fifty-six women and 17 men with a mean age of 56 ± 10 years at the time of the diagnosis were included in the study (Table 1). At the time of the first presentation, only 18 of the 73 patients (25%) were asymptomatic. Although only 7 patients had symptoms related to hypercalcemia such as polypusia, polydipsia, and constipation, nonspecific symptoms were common. Tiredness was reported in 44%, muscle or bone pain in 22%, and depressive symptoms in 16% of the patients.

Twenty-seven patients (37%) had symptoms related to renal stones and six patients (8%) had sustained a documented fracture, two vertebral and four nonvertebral after some degree of trauma. Mean pre-operative serum calcium concentration was 2.76 ± 0.20 mmol/l and mean PTH level was 19.5 ± 15.7 pmol/l. Renal impairment, as defined by a creatinine clearance of <60 ml/min, was documented in 21% of the patients. Renal stones were documented on ultrasound of the kidneys in 41% of the patients, and 38% had BMD evidence for osteoporosis on DXA.

Sixty-three of the 73 patients (86%) had undergone parathyroid localization studies before PTx, using Tc99m-MIBI-SPECT scan and/or ultrasound scan of the neck. Forty-seven of the 73 patients (64%) had undergone bilateral neck exploration, 12% had unilateral neck exploration, and 23% had a minimally invasive procedure. Surgery was guided by IOPTH monitoring in 53 patients (73%). In 14 of the 73 patients (19%), PTx was combined with a hemithyroidectomy. The decision for this procedure was based on pre-operatively identified thyroid pathology in seven patients and negative bilateral neck exploration in the other seven patients. However, an intra-thyroidal parathyroid gland was found in only 3 of the 14 patients.

Since 2001, due to the availability of IOPTH monitoring and the increased popularity of less invasive surgical procedures, the percent of bilateral neck explorations decreased from 76 to 56% and that of the more focused surgical approaches increased from 24 to 44%. Parallel to the use of less invasive surgical
approaches, the use of pre-operative localization studies increased from 77 to 95% and the use of IOPTH monitoring increased from 43 to 93% (Fig. 2). A single adenoma was removed at surgery in 56 of the 73 patients (77%), and one or more hyperplastic glands were removed in 16% of the cases.

Short-term follow-up within 1 year of parathyroidectomy

At the time of the first follow-up, within 3 months of surgery, 70 of the 73 patients (96%) had evidence for biochemical cure of hyperparathyroidism. At the time of the second post-operative follow-up, 6 months after PTx, 68 of the 73 patients (93%) had evidence of a cure. Five patients (7%) demonstrated persistence of hyperparathyroidism: in two of whom this was originally overlooked because of a transient normalization of serum calcium and PTH concentrations post-operatively. In these two patients, a second laboratory measurement demonstrated elevated serum calcium and PTH concentrations at respectively 3 and 5 months post-operatively. There were no significant differences in demographic or biochemical data before or after PTx between patients who were cured after initial surgery and those (n = 5) who demonstrated persistence of PHPT (Table 1).

Long-term follow-up

Patients were evaluated after a mean of 6±5 years and up to 24 years after PTx, with the majority of the patients (68%) being assessed more than 5 years after PTx. Median age at follow-up was 63 years compared to 55 years before PTx. Cure was sustained for the length of the follow-up in all 68 patients in whom cure was established at 6 months after initial surgery. Regardless of age, 29% of the patients complained of
tiredness, only two of whom were older than 70 years, 22% of muscle or bone pain, and 15% of depressive symptoms, which persisted despite complete cure. The mean corrected serum calcium concentration was 2.27 ± 0.13 mmol/L, with a mean serum PTH concentration of 4.4 ± 2.4 pmol/L. Two of the five patients with persistent HPTH had undergone successful revision surgery, resulting in cure after excision of one or more additional hyperactive parathyroid glands, one of which was situated retrosternally. The third patient is being treated conservatively because of the mild asymptomatic nature of her PHPT and the failure of localization studies to identify the site of the hyperactive gland(s). A conservative approach was also originally opted for in the fourth patient because of the mild asymptomatic nature of his persistent PHPT, but he is now scheduled for revision surgery as he demonstrated significant symptomatic and biochemical progression of his HPTH 9 years after his initial surgery (Fig. 3). The fifth patient still has persistent PHPT after unsuccessful full neck and mediastinal explorations, and is being treated successfully with the calcimimetic cinacalcet.

**Predictive factors for cure after parathyroidectomy**

There were no significant differences in gender and age at presentation between patients who achieved and maintained cure and patients with persistence of HPTH after initial PTx (Table 1). Clinical presentation (symptomatology and skeletal and/or renal complications) was also not significantly different in patients in whom HPTH persisted post-operatively. None of the laboratory investigations, including serum calcium, PTH, phosphate, urinary calcium, and creatinine clearance, showed a significant difference between cured and noncured patients. There was also no significant difference in the availability of pre-operative localization studies, type of surgical approach, or use of IOPTH monitoring between groups. No pathological tissue was found at initial surgery in one of the five patients with persistent HPTH, but this was also the case in four patients who were subsequently cured. It is of note that all five patients with persistent HPTH had undergone surgery before 2001 and all had undergone localization studies in the form of ultrasound of the neck and/or Tc-99m-MIBI-SPECT scan. Three of the five patients also had IOPTH monitoring (Table 2), in two of whom IOPTH monitoring indicated cure, with a decrease in PTH levels of 96 and 71.6% respectively after excision of a pathological parathyroid gland. In both patients, this was associated with a transient normalization of serum calcium and PTH concentrations lasting 3 and 5 months respectively after PTx. In the third patient with persistent HPTH, only one hyperplastic gland could be identified and removed during surgery, but there was no significant decrease in IOPTH levels and hyperparathyroidism persisted post-operatively.

**Fate of symptoms/complications of PHPT after cure**

After successful PTx, none of the 68 cured patients had specific symptoms related to hypercalcemia, particularly no symptoms of polyuria and polydipsia (Fig. 4). Although there was a trend toward a decrease in reported tiredness (P = 0.05), there was no significant change in a number of other nonspecific symptoms, such as depressive symptoms, muscle pain, or muscle weakness after cure. The frequency of nephrolithiasis decreased significantly from 41 to 10% (P = 0.000).
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**Figure 2** Pattern of change in surgical procedures, use of pre-operative localization studies, IOPTH monitoring, and cure rate over 24 years of follow-up. In the first decade studied (1982–1991), IOPTH monitoring was not available and all patients underwent bilateral neck exploration. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.001.
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**Figure 3** Serum calcium and PTH concentrations in a patient conservatively treated for mild asymptomatic persistent hyperparathyroidism after incomplete parathyroidectomy (PTx). Clear demonstration of progression of biochemical features associated with clinical manifestations of overt hyperparathyroidism 9 years after surgery, outlining the importance of long-term follow-up in these patients.
There was also a significant improvement in BMD, with only 16% of the patients having evidence for osteoporosis at a mean of 6 years after PTx compared to 40% before surgery ($P < 0.002$). After PTx, four patients, all of whom were post-menopausal women aged 59 to 78 years, sustained four documented fractures, one vertebral and three nonvertebral (two hip fractures and one Colles’ fracture). Sixty-four percent of the patients who had renal impairment prior to PTx demonstrated a 35% improvement in their renal function after successful surgery. In the remaining patients with renal impairment at initial surgery, this remained stable in 21% and further decreased by 22% in 14% of the patients who achieved and maintained cure. Renal function decreased over the time of the follow-up in four patients who had normal renal function pre-operatively.

**Discussion**

In our population of patients with sporadic PHPT, we observed an overall cure rate of 93%, which has risen to 100% over the last 7 years with the increasing use of pre-operative localization studies and IOPTH monitoring. We demonstrated that when cure is achieved in these patients, it is sustained in all for up to 24 years of follow-up.

Cases of ‘recurrent HPTH’ reported by Westerdahl et al. (11) and Hedback et al. (29) were shown to be due to initially unsuspected MEN-1 or MEN-2 mutations or due to secondary or tertiary hyperparathyroidism, all potentially associated with multiple gland disease. Data from our study, in which we excluded patients with known germ cell mutations in the MEN-1 or MEN-2 gene or other genes controlling parathyroid growth and PTH secretion, support the notion that ‘recurrent’ HPTH does not occur in sporadic PHPT when cure is established 6 months after PTx. This is in clear contrast to the outcome in patients with a known germ cell mutation, who were excluded from the study, in whom hyperparathyroidism recurred post-operatively in 44% of the cases (Fig. 1). In this context, DNA analysis is strongly advocated in all the cases of ‘recurrent’ HPTH to assess the possible presence of a specific germ cell mutation as this holds significant clinical implications for the management of these patients.

Following adequate surgery, persistent HPTH is most commonly due to multiple gland disease with additional pathological glands often missed during initial surgery. Transient normalization of serum calcium and PTH concentrations occurs post-operatively in multiple gland disease due to the suppression of the activity of smaller glands by a dominant large gland. Pathological small parathyroid glands may take sometimes up to 6 months to recover and become hyperactive in their own right. Failing to consider this possibility may result in the premature discharge of patients from follow-up because of the erroneous impression of permanent cure. This is illustrated in one of our patients with persistent HPTH, who demonstrated progression of HPTH 9 years after initial PTx. Solorzano et al. also showed that patients with normal calcium and inappropriately high PTH values after surgery have, in fact, persistence of HPTH which can take up to 2 years to become symptomatic (30). Follow-up is therefore strongly advocated for more than 6 months after PTx to definitively establish cure and provide a safety net for
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those patients with pseudo-cure, who have residual gland pathology.

In addition to the essential requirement of an experienced surgeon, pre-operative localization studies and IOPTH monitoring appear to significantly contribute to a successful outcome of surgery. In our hands, implementation of these measures has resulted in a 100% cure rate over the last 7 years.

In contrast to the widely observed shift in clinical presentation of PHPT from a symptomatic to a largely asymptomatic one, more than 70% of our patients were symptomatic and had renal impairment, renal stones, or osteoporosis with or without fractures. Our institution is a tertiary referral center treating the more severe forms of PHPT, and patients with more severe forms of the disease are thus overrepresented in our study. However, this bias also represents the strength of our study, as we do show that despite the severity of hyperparathyroidism, cure can be achieved and sustained and is associated with significant beneficial effects on kidneys and bones.

We observed a significant decrease in the frequency of nephrolithiasis, an improvement in renal function in those with pre-operative renal impairment, and a general improvement in BMD after successful surgery. Other studies have also shown this positive effect of PTx on BMD, supporting the notion that osteopenia and osteoporosis are at least partially reversible after PTx (15–17). In our study, the limited number of X-rays performed in the study population combined with the small number of fractures sustained before or after PTx precludes a meaningful analysis of an effect of PTx on fracture risk.

The retrospective nature of the analysis of changes in neurocognitive function represents a limitation of our study, particularly with a time span of up to 24 years from presentation. It was notable, however, that a high proportion of patients, who were permanently cured, still had residual nonspecific symptoms, such as tiredness and depressive symptoms. This suggests that to some extent these symptoms may have been falsely attributed to PHPT, although irreversible changes in neurocognitive function may have also occurred as a result of long-term exposure to high circulating levels of PTH.

Our findings from this study hold significant clinical implications. The absence of recurrence of sporadic PHPT, when cure is established 6 months postoperatively, strongly suggests that long-term follow-up of these patients is not necessary. In contrast, close follow-up is advocated within the first 6 months after PTx to definitively establish cure and to provide a safety net for those with residual gland pathology.
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